Major headway for GVK's Ratle HEP

A major milestone was crossed with the signing of two significant contracts for the development of GVK's Ratle Hydro Electric Project in Jammu & Kashmir. **Electro-Mechanical Package Contract** was signed with Alstom India Limited (AIL) at AIL's works in Vadodara and **EPC Civil & HM Package Contract** was signed with GVK Projects and Technical Services Limited (GVKPTSL) in Hyderabad. The signing ceremony was graced by our Founder Chairman and Managing Director Dr. GVK Reddy and Director Ratle HEP Pvt. Ltd., Mr. Krishna Ram Bhupal along with other senior dignitaries. These contracts would provide a major headway for the development of the project which is expected to be commissioned by end of 2018.
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GVK has sponsored Lindsay Juniper, Director at Lindsay Juniper Pty Ltd and formerly the Director of Ultra Systems Technology Pty Ltd to write a paper which he has entitled “Eco-Friendly Coal for China – Value for the Environment and Value for the Power Generator.” The paper’s objective is to investigate the extent to which Australian superior quality coal for power generation, such as Alpha and Kevin’s Corner coals, can reverse the market trend and contribute to a reduction in atmospheric pollution, in a cost-effective way with a cleaner burning coal.
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GVK EMRI reaches out to flood victims

GVK EMRI lent its full support to the recent Uttarakhand flood victims. The 108 team provided pre-hospital care and food packets to the victims on the Kedarnath route. The team also reached out to villages in the remote areas and interacted with local people. This noble initiative turned a life-saver for thousands.

Taj Krishna recognized for their energy efficient building

Taj Krishna, Hyderabad has been honoured with the 14th National Award for "Excellence in Energy Efficiency, 2013" by CII under the "Buildings" category. It has been recognized for its exceptional achievement in energy conservation and stood amongst top five excellent energy efficient buildings in India and was the only hotel in the five winners. Team Taj Krishna deserves a resounding applause for this commendable win.

GVK BIA has been awarded the 'Best Implementation of Green IT' at an airport by "Thought Leaders for Best CIO Awards for Leadership and Innovation". The award acknowledges GVK BIA’s multiple initiatives and measures in developing an environmentally-friendly airport and setting a benchmark for the others.

At the same forum, Mr. S. Francis Rajan, VP – Information and Communication Technology, received the 'CIO Hall of Fame' award for his contribution to the field of Information Technology for greatly shaping the technology-enabled business, demonstrating creative vision.

GVK CSIA now boasts of a Joint Control Centre (JCC)

With JCC being set up at GVK CSIA, Airport Operations Management System (AOMS) will set new heights. This common platform would ensure that all the identified stakeholders comprising Ground Handlers, Domestic Airlines and key MIAL departments will have common situational awareness to enable efficient decision making. A series of internal trials for JCC have been conducted successfully to check the designed internal coordination and processes.

Take away menu option for GVK CSIA's travellers

In a unique initiative, a take away menu option facility has been launched at GVK CSIA terminal. The travellers now have an option to order food from amongst thirty eateries at the airport. The passengers can enjoy their favourite meal by just dialling the hotline number which will be flashed at the airport and the food would get delivered to them wherever they are without actually visiting the eatery. So get ready to binge on the delicacies.

Transit Visa Facility at GVK BIA

In its endeavour to enhance travel experience for tourists, GVK BIA has launched a Transit Visa Facility for visitors traveling from Japan, Singapore, New Zealand, Philippines, Indonesia, Luxembourg, Finland, Laos, Vietnam, Myanmar and Cambodia. The Visa on Arrival service will be granted by immigration officers for a maximum period of 30 days to passengers who are travelling on recreation, sightseeing, short duration medical treatment or casual business visit. This hassle free visa service would encourage more travellers to India and would inevitably boost our tourism and economy.
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GVK employees’ articles featured in famous magazines

**Power Line Magazine**

"Mr. Rahul Agrawal, Director-Technical (Coal) contributed towards an article in the Power Line magazine – “Sharing the Burden – Implications of CCEA’s move to pass through imported coal costs.” He supported the decision by CCEA as it would boost the confidence of IPP (Independent Power Producers) that are dependent on imported coal. The pass through of costs will help make projects viable, fully utilise idling,stranded capacity and ensure timely loan repayment. This will reduce the power shortages being faced by states. In future, Thermal power projects are going to be coastal based in view of shortage of availability of inland water sources. Most of these projects are going to be dependent on imported coal. This decision shall be an added advantage for them.”

**Water and Energy-International**

Mr. M. M. Madan, Director- Hydro, has contributed a case Study in an Article in “WATER AND ENERGY”-International, published by CBI&P, New Delhi. The Article highlights the study on the behaviour of excavated slopes viz a viz treatment provided for slope stability. He has elaborated on the significance and response of rock mass during excavation of open slopes in mountains for construction of major civil structures.

**Indian Icon Award 2013**

Mr. Arun Arora, Group Head and EVP - Corporate Communications has been honoured with the INDIAN ICON Award 2013 in the category - Corporate Communications. The award ceremony was organized by renowned publication group “Parwaz Express” on its 10th anniversary. They honoured 50 such personalities whose outstanding contributions to the society were recognized and applauded.
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